Dear Academician,

Greetings !!

Ramanujan College of Education invites pupil teachers, graduates/post graduates who are keen to pursue teaching as a career to exhibit their creative ideas through a number of events. Anveshan-2014, being organized since 2009 annually, is a perfect medium for all to hone their skills of presentation, spoken and written communication as well as acting, preparing teaching aids etc, key indicators of an ideal teacher.

At Ramanujan, we understand the importance of creativity as we are inspired by, great mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan. To foster creativity among students, the teacher himself needs to be creative and use creative techniques in the classroom. Anveshan aims to showcase creativity of pupil teachers.

Welcome one and all.

Dr. Sujata Tripathi
Principal

AWARDS:-

- Cash Award of Rs 2100/- & Shield to “Outstanding Pupil Teacher” based on the performance in minimum three events.
- Cash Awards of Rs 700/-, 500/- & 300/- Mementoes & certificates to the first, second & third position holder of each event

Organized by:
RAMANUJAN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
A NAAC Accredited Institution
1. ESSAY WRITING:
An Essay is Prose composition with a focused subject of discussion or a long , systematic discourse in written form. Essay Writing will help to judge the ability of the contestant to express ideas in a logical, systematic and coherent manner. Originality of ideas, grammatical correctness and presentation style will also add value to the writing skill.
- Topics will be posted one Week before the competition on the college website: www.ramnaujn.edu.in/rce
- Marks will be awarded on the basis of content, creativity, presentation, language & style.
- Time for Essay Writing: 30 min

2. ELOQUENCE:
To Communicate ideas, thoughts and feelings with clarity, proper pronunciation and intonation is an asset for any teacher. The contestant through eloquence can effectively convey by presenting varied aural stimuli to the audience. Ideational fluency, originality of thoughts and self confidence will be assessed.
The Topics for Eloquence are:
- Leave India To God or Anarchy.
- The values of Atithi Devo Bhav.
- Time-4+1

3. POSTER MAKING:
To provide opportunity to the contestants to express ideas and convey message through the medium of art/drawing/sketching. The creativity of the contestant will also be seen in the originality and appropriateness of the slogan.
- The participant will bring ivory sheet (A size) and all required material for poster making.
- Theme for poster making will be declared on the spot.
- Time for Poster Making: 30 min.

4. MONO ACTING/ROLE PLAY
Role Playing is to perform an imaginary action within a fictitious setting. Mono Acting is enacted by a single person on stage. The contestant will get an opportunity to communicate through both verbal and non-verbal modes. Gestures, facial expression, emotions and dialogue delivery add value to a contestant’s performance.
- The participants will be given a theme at the Registration Desk.
- The participants may use his/her own props and material.
- No extra point will be given for props and materials.
- Time for performance: 3+1
5. LESSON PRESENTATION:

The contestant will present, demonstrate and explain the content with the use of ICT and any other relevant Teaching Aid (optional). The presentation should be prepared in advance and mailed on or before 4th March, 2014.

- The topic of the presentation will be of the participant’s choice/field.
- Participant is required to use his/her own Teaching Aids.
- Time for the presentation of the content is 4+1

6. PREPARATION OF TEACHING AID FROM WASTE MATERIAL:

Using waste material to prepare teaching aids can help connect art, education and sustainability. The contestant is free to use any kind of waste material to enhance learning, develop communication, creativity.

- The participants will be provided with waste material on the spot.
- Time for preparation: 30 minutes Presentation 1+1

7. POETRY RECITATION:

Poetry is the use of best words in the best form. Poetry of all genres and forms can be presented.

- Self Composed Poem will be given extra marks.
- Poetry can be presented in English, Hindi or Sanskrit.
- The Judgement will be done on Emotions, Intonation, Gestures, Expressions, Facial Expression & Originality.
- Time for Poetry recitation : 5+1

GENERAL RULES:

- Registration fee: Rs 100/- per participant.
- Decisions of organizing committee shall be final and binding on all the participants/contestants.
- Rules may be modified to enhance objectivity, transparency and merit.
- Entry is restricted to participants/contestants only.
- Medium can be English or Hindi or any other language with prior approval.
- Participation can be cancelled/disallowed in the event of any indiscipline or unethical behavior.
- Free bus transport facility from old Faridabad will be available for participants on prior request.
- Lunch/refreshment will be provided by the organizers.
- Not more than 2 participants in each event will be allowed from each college.
ANVESHAN 2013 IN RETROSPECT

Anveshon 2013 received excellent response from various colleges and Education Departments of various Universities. To name a few: Dayalbagh University Agra, Manglayatan University Aligarh, LBS University Delhi, Rattan Singh College Faridabad, Rawal College of Education Faridabad, Hindu college Sonipat, Shiv College Faridabad, GGSD Palwal, SMM Palwal, CRS College Noida, MOEC Hassanpur, Balaji College Ballabhgarh. Vishakha Rathore DEI Agra was adjudged Outstanding Pupil Teacher of Anveshon 2013.

ANVESHAN TEAM

Dr. Rajkumari Verma
Mrs. Anil Tanwar

Dr. Meenu Sharma
Mr. Hukum Singh

Mrs. Manisha Sharma
Mrs. Shobha Lohkana

CO-ORDINATORS

Mrs. Manisha Sharma
Mrs. Anil Tanwar

For Registration & any query/details Contact:, 09211922300 ,09215575383 and 9215535383. Alternately E-mail to: principal.rce@ramanujan.edu.in; library.rce@ramanujan.edu.in

RAMANUJAN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

(Approved by NCTE, Affiliated to Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak)
72 km Stone, Delhi-Mathura Road, Village Mitrol, P.O Aurangabad, Palwal, Haryana-121105

Email: info@ramanujan.edu.in, Website: www.ramanujan.edu.in/rce